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NEW HAVEN — When a young girl finds herself out on the
street, selling her body to pay her pimp or because she has a
drug addiction, it’s not prostitution — it’s coercion, abuse,
slavery.

That’s the premise behind a new bill making its way through
the state Senate that would protect children from being
prosecuted for the crime of prostitution. The proposed “Safe
Harbor” bill creates the presumption that children and teens
who engage in prostitution are victims of sexual exploitation.

“They are coerced or forced into this trade, and they should be treated as victims instead of
criminals,” said state Sen. Rob Kane, R-Watertown, who sponsored Senate Bill 153.

“The big thing is, this needs to be brought up and it needs to be talked about. It can’t be swept
under the rug.”

Specifically, the bill says anyone under the age of 16 cannot be prosecuted for crimes of
prostitution. For 16- and 17-year-olds facing prostitution charges, “there shall be a presumption that
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the actor was coerced into committing such offense by another person.”

Kane said he hopes to have a vote on the bill before the Senate’s current session ends May 5.

The bill has faced some opposition. In testimony to the Select Committee on Children in Hartford,
Chief State’s Attorney Kevin Kane spoke against the bill, which he argued “seeks to address a
problem that does not exist in the state of Connecticut.” He went on to state that “the Division of
Justice is not in the business of prosecuting the innocent victims of human trafficking” and notes that
under existing state law, children under 16 cannot be prosecuted for prostitution because they
cannot legally consent to sex at that age.

Advocates of the proposed Safe Harbor bill agree the state has not had many cases of minors
arrested for prostitution. However, they say the legislation will do more than just protect minors from
being prosecuted for crimes of which they are victim, it will also raise awareness about the problem
of child sex trafficking and exploitation.

“The goal is to intervene in (the victims’) lives and make available services to let them know they
have another choice, to let them know they do have rights, that the law works in their favor,” said
Kathy Maskell, U.S. advocacy director for New Haven-based Love 146, an organization that fights
child sex slavery and exploitation at home and around the globe.

EVEN IN CONNECTICUT

Children get recruited into the sex trade at alarmingly young ages. The average age that a girl
enters the world of prostitution is 13 years old. Child victims face lower life expectancies stemming
from the devastating consequences of sex trafficking: depression, post-traumatic stress disorder,
physical abuse, risk of suicide, sexually transmitted disease. They have a greater chance of being
murdered during their lifetimes.

At Love 146’s safe house in the Philippines for female victims of sex trafficking, survivors expressed
deeply troubling self-images as a result of their harrowing ordeals.

“I feel like a dog. I feel like dirt. I could never return home, I feel worthless. These are the words
they use to describe themselves,” Maskell says. “I don’t think it would be a stretch to say U.S.-born
victims would feel the same way.”

Supporters of the bill say the problem of child sex trafficking is not relegated to foreign countries;
they say sexual exploitation of children happens right here in the United States, even here in
Connecticut. Since 2008, the state Department of Children and Families has identified 25 youths in
Connecticut as victims of child sex trafficking, according to testimony in support of the bill by
Connecticut Voices for Children.

Also in 2008, two men were sentenced in federal court for their roles in prostitution rings that had
victims in Connecticut and New York. Dennis Paris was sentenced to 30 years in prison for
prostituting minors as young as 14 years old in the Hartford area. Authorities said Paris recruited
young girls from troubled backgrounds, some of whom were addicted to drugs. Corey Davis was
convicted of trafficking more than 20 females, including a 12-year-old girl, and forcing them to work
as prostitutes and strippers.

Experts say those most at-risk for being coerced into prostitution are child runaways and victims of
sexual or physical abuse. But the reality is that sexual exploitation of children through prostitution
can happen anywhere, at any time, according to Maskell.

“Because of the Internet, it really does open it up to anyone in any socio-economic community,” she
says.

A number of local nonprofit organizations, state agencies and youth advocates have banded
together in support of S.B. 153, including the state Office of Victim Advocate, the Connecticut
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Commission on Children, Love 146, Connecticut Voices for Children, ECPAT-USA, the Essex-
based Paul and Lisa Program, and the Clinton-based Barnaba Institute.

Alexis Taylor Litos, executive director of the Barnaba Institute, says even though not many minors
get arrested for prostitution in the state, children who are exploited through sex trafficking often get
picked up for other offences. Instead of getting intervention and the help they need to get out
danger, these kids get lost in the legal system, she says. Being treated like a criminal sends victims
spiraling deeper into despair.

“It is instilling that self-blame and making them feel it is their fault,” Litos says.

In some cases, she adds, the teens give false identification to police to appear older. Litos says
better training in the area of sex-trafficking and sexual exploitation of children would enable first
responders to do a better job of identifying red flags and clues that a child or young teen is being
abused or trafficked.

Of all the people who went before the state Select Committee on Children or sent letters to express
support for the “Safe Harbor” bill, the most profound voice belongs to an 18-year-old Connecticut
woman, who herself was a victim of sexual exploitation. In a letter to the committee, the woman
wrote that she was a scared kid who ran away from home and ended up trapped in a life of
prostitution by the age of 14.

“I didn’t know what I was getting myself into to. I have been raped and beaten many times and I still
have these memories that will be with me for the rest of my life. I was 14 years old. I did not try to
tell anyone because I was scared,” the unidentified woman wrote.

The woman said she got help and was able to escape the world of prostitution, but it was hard.

“I just wish that everyone that goes through this can get the support that they need rather than a jail
sentence,” she wrote.

Contact Abbe Smith at 203-789-5615.
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The following are comments from the readers. We ask that you be polite. Offensive comments will
be removed and repeated offensive comments could lead to being banned from commenting. In
no way do the comments represent the view of nhregister.com.

Jim  wrote on Apr 25, 2010 7:05 AM:

" This isn't going to happen. Talk is cheap. "

Report Abuse

BUT wrote on Apr 25, 2010 7:26 AM:

" But the guy who paid for it will get arrested? "

Report Abuse

RJS wrote on Apr 25, 2010 7:40 AM:

" It certainly warms my heart to know that our reps. are finally dealing with such a pressing problem!
Just who thinks of these things? How about some legislation to protect one-legged circus clowns who
have lost their jobs! "

Report Abuse
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Boof wrote on Apr 25, 2010 8:03 AM:

" RJS: what issue(s) do you consider worthy of our representatives attention? What sort of things do
you think are more important than helping kids become healthy, functioning citizens? "

Report Abuse

Boof wrote on Apr 25, 2010 8:08 AM:

" More arrests of men who pay for sex with underage girls might be a deterrent and help alleviate the
demand for these girls' services. "

Report Abuse

TheVolleyballGod wrote on Apr 25, 2010 8:57 AM:

" 16 and 17 year old prostitutes?
When i was that age I knew full well what I was doing and I was responsible for my own actions, and
if I did wrong I didn't put the blame on somebody else. "

Report Abuse

David M. Gonzalez wrote on Apr 25, 2010 9:15 AM:

" The state of Arizona should have been passing construtive laws like this one. "

Report Abuse

The Joker wrote on Apr 25, 2010 9:25 AM:

" It seems there is no need for this law. I am reminded of a comment made by Stringer Bell a few
days ago: Since they can't balance the budget, they need a distraction. As true dat today as it was a
couple days ago. "

Report Abuse

no its prostitution wrote on Apr 25, 2010 9:41 AM:

" When a young girl finds herself out on the street, selling her body to pay her pimp or because she
has a drug addiction, it’s not prostitution — it’s coercion, abuse, slavery.

sorry we are calling balls and strikes here! "

Report Abuse

don quixote wrote on Apr 25, 2010 11:16 AM:

" OMG. With the issues that are REAL before the legislature- you know, stuff like the budget, keeping
business in the state, unemployment. . . - this guy is chasing windmills and exploiting the issue of child
sexual exploitation to his own political ends. . . 

Here's the thing- there is no such thing as CHILD PROSTITUTES. In Connecticut, anyone under the
age of 18 is a minor and under the protection of the juvenile court and the Dept of Children and
Families. Anyone who's under 18 shouldn't be arrested for engaging in 'prostitution.' The john should
be arrested for sexual assault on a minor. The pimp should be arrested for risk of injury to a minor,
conspiracy to commit sexual assault, blah, blah, blah. 

But NO. Why use the laws on the books that so many have fought so hard to get when Sen Kane can
show up, offer a 'solution' to something that isn't a 'problem,' and get loads & loads of ink poured
about it and take our collective mind off of the real problem of our state budget, overspending by the
state govt, losing law libraries at our court houses, cutting important social programs and the rest. . . . 
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This isn't something to get all excited about and herald as a big innovation. The legislator and the
reporter who didn't do sufficient research should be chided and publicly rebuked for wasting our time
and the states money. . . "

Report Abuse

Common Sense wrote on Apr 25, 2010 12:43 PM:

" Legalized prostitution, If this passes there will be a 17 year old hooker on every corner. 
"Advocates of the proposed Safe Harbor bill agree the state has not had many cases of minors
arrested for prostitution."

BUT THERE WILL BE!

More stupidity out of our legislatures. "

Report Abuse

grundle wrote on Apr 25, 2010 2:11 PM:

" hope all you liberals like what you have done to our country. now a drug addict can not be charged
with prostitution, because she uses drugs!!?? green light for all teenagers with drug problems...sell
your body for drug money...it's ok now, thanks to bleeding-heart liberals. "

Report Abuse

legalize wrote on Apr 25, 2010 2:25 PM:

" There should be no welfare and food stamps. If people decide to make a family the can't support,
then the mother should be out turning tricks. "

Report Abuse

small cheese wrote on Apr 25, 2010 3:31 PM:

" volleyballs, I wasn't aware that you were a prostitut at 16. That explains a lot. "

Report Abuse

EMT2 wrote on Apr 25, 2010 4:33 PM:

" Things sure have changed for VBG, haven't they? Rather than 'accepting responsibility' for anything
now he just posts inane rants blaming everyone else for everything. "

Report Abuse

JJJ wrote on Apr 25, 2010 5:52 PM:

" Theres also a lot of underage boys working as prostitutes. Abbe Smith and others make no mention
of that.
Maybe because the customers are gay men, a protected species. "

Report Abuse

To JJJ wrote on Apr 25, 2010 8:21 PM:

" I thought the same thing. Maybe we should ask, oh lets say, Mike Lawlor what his thoughts are on
that. "

Report Abuse

goober wrote on Apr 26, 2010 8:38 AM:

" If a girl turns to prostitution because of drug addiction, it's her own fault. She did it to herself. Oh,
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wait, it's the American way not to take responsibility for your own actions. Sorry! "

Report Abuse

ApeyNaps wrote on Apr 26, 2010 3:39 PM:

" Wow! I am in shock after reading most of these inappropriate comments. Let us not forget that these
are CHILDREN that we are talking about here. For those of you who think that it is their own fault for
getting strung up on drugs and turning tricks, why don't you come down from your ivory castles and
take a good hard look at reality! The average age in the UNITED STATES for girls entering prostitution
is 13! They are coerced into selling sex by their pimps. It is a modern day slavery that is plaguing the
United States. If you don't believe me then all you have to do is go down to Bridgeport, Waterbury and
yes your beloved state capital Hartford at night and see it for yourselves. Take off your rose colored
glasses and open up your eyes. I am disgusted with those who are saying that there are more
important things that the legislature should be worried about then these children out there. Who am I
kidding, half of you gents are probably the ones purchasing these young girls! "

Report Abuse

Shay wrote on Apr 27, 2010 4:36 PM:

" If a teenage girl is addicted to drugs and/or selling her body for money, something has gone
completely wrong in her life. As a compassionate society, we owe it to these young girls to counsel,
not persecute them.

The majority of minors involved in sex work are foster kids, runaways and homeless youth. These are
girls who have limited options. Yes, they know what there doing is wrong, but they have few choices.
We need to help these girls restore their lives. 

For those of you who think we are "wasting money" on these children consider this: 

- it costs taxpayers $50,000 per year to imprison someone. 
- it costs taxpayers $10,000 per month to send a someone to rehab. 

How productive do you think an adult drug addict with a prison record will be to society? 

By investing in the welfare of these young, misdirected lives, we are investing in a stronger America. "

Report Abuse

Child Advocate  wrote on Apr 27, 2010 4:45 PM:

" Many of you are greatly mistaken when it comes to the world of sex trafficking. There are more
people enslaved today than there ever was when slavery was legal. 

Children are forced to take drugs because pimps and "owners" know an addiction will leave the child
in the palm of their hand-- willing to do whatever they need to to get a fix. Many children never choose
to use the drug but are rather forced to. Are infants born with drug addictions responsible as well? 

It is not a non-issue anywhere. Children are bought an sold every day in this very country. They are
violently beaten and raped every day. Sex trafficking is an 8 billion dollar industry in our world. Unless
we realize the issue at hand, we will do nothing to protect our children. They are victims, not criminals.

If you don't believe me, do your research. The statistics are out there including this one from the U.S.
Department of State. 

Each year, an estimated 600,000 to 800,000 men, women, and children are trafficked across
international borders (some international and non-governmental organizations place the number far
higher), and the trade is growing. (U.S. Department of State. 2004. Trafficking in Persons Report.
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Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of State.) "

Report Abuse

Mel wrote on Apr 27, 2010 5:51 PM:

" Wow, amazingly disheartening to see many people's point of view on this topic. Thank you "Child
Advocate" for pointing out the truth of this issue. 

This is not a "liberal" or "conservative" issue. This is about human slavery and the sexual exploitation
of children. "

Report Abuse

Anonymous wrote on Apr 27, 2010 7:28 PM:

" The thing is, if one wanted to take anyone of your sons or daughters and turn them into a prostitute,
it is quite simple. 
First, the pimp befriends them. You're obviously not caring for them and they seem troubled. Then he
takes and rapes them, exploit them by taking pictures, and then threatening to reveal them to the
victims friends and family. The pimp is now in power and can sell their services and make any profit
they wish.
The victim will never leave because they are afraid. No, terrified.
This is their new life. This is life until death.

Under a bill like this, even on drugs for unknown reasons beyond this, children (who should never be
victimized or addicted to drugs) will be given intervention and a new life. Will you deny them that? Will
you deny them that all for the love of your wallet and state of well being that surrounds the four-wall
security of your life? 

Remember, real change is in the hands of the million masses who do nothing, not the politician. 
Wake up and think outside of yourself. "

Report Abuse

Paz  wrote on Apr 28, 2010 1:17 AM:

" Greetings Folks,

I am a Pastor and an advocate for victims, and a promoter of the efforts to stop human/sex slave
trade....

After stumbling onto this headline, I started reading the comments. It's sad to read some of these
comments, but then again, as the saying goes, "If you're not part of the solution, you are part of the
problem". The raw and base remarks are evidence of the depraved and reprobate character of those
foolish enough to open their mouths and allow their vomit to come out of their hearts.... The truth is,
that the number is actually 3-5 times what is posted here, and is a world-wide staggering 2-4
MILLION. These are the children on the milk cartons, the WalMart missing children's boards, etc.... In
a world filled with those who are addicted to pornography, drugs, sex, and those who are in such
darkness selfishness that they can't seem find a place in their hearts to help, or defend others, but
only interested in constantly feeding their own heads, serve themselves, and then shrug off
accountability and morality, these remarks are more and more common. In Fact, the reason that the
human slave trade is growing and prospering because every day, in greater numbers, the predators
are increasing. Men(mankind) are being turned over to lasciviousness, and giving up the fight to keep
their moral compass, and being possessed by the spirit of the world-
What some of you need to think about is, that the very thing that you mock, may very shortly affect
you, your family, or someone that you know. When you niece or nephew disappears, or your wife or
girlfriend is abducted, your words will serve to haunt you. And in the end, your complacency (and
possible involvement), will bring an eternal indictment to the which, after causing your soul to be thrust
into eternal peril, fates will be sealed, and damnation permanent. 
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There is a famous saying, "Even when a fool keeps his mouth closed, he is thought to be wise". Good
advice for some of you..... "

Report Abuse

Maggie wrote on Apr 28, 2010 9:59 AM:

" God bless you Pastor Paz! Nobody could have said it better!!! "

Report Abuse

SUBMIT A COMMENT

We encourage your feedback and dialog and ask you to follow a few simple guidelines when
commenting on stories on nhregister.com. 
1) Please post responsibly. 
2) Be polite. 
3) Don't hate. 
4) If you object to someone's post, use the "Report Abuse" button and we'll review it. 
5) Users who don't play by the rules will be blocked and won't be allowed to participate. 
6) Self-promotion of businesses or advertisements of anything for sale are not permitted. 
By posting here you agree to abide by our terms and conditions and privacy policy which can be
viewed by clicking here.
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